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Abstract – The Cloud has come up now as an 

infrastructure and a rich collection of Internet-accessible 

resources. It has a high potential to provide noteworthy 

benefits to robots and automation systems. This review is 

organized around four possible benefits: i) Big Data ii) Cloud 

Computing, iii) Collective Robot Learning and iv)Human 

Computation i.e. use of crowd sourcing to tap human skills 

for analyzing images and video, classification, learning, and 

error recovery. Cloud robotics utilizes elastic computing 

models, in which resources are dynamically allocated from a 

shared resource pool in the cloud, to support task offloading 

and information sharing in robotic applications. Most robots 

and automation systems still operate independently using 

available computation, memory, and programming. 

Emerging advances and the increasing availability of 

networking in the Cloud suggests new approaches where 

processing is performed remotely with access to dynamic 

global datasets to carry out a large range of functions.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Cloud robotics is a field of robotics that attempts to 

explore cloud technologies such as cloud computing, 

cloud storage, and other Internet technologies gathered 

around the benefits of converged infrastructure and shared 

services for robotics. When connected to the cloud, robots 

can benefit from the powerful computational, storage, and 

communications resources of modern data centre in the 

cloud, which can process and share information from 

various robots or agent (other machines, smart objects, 

humans, etc.). Humans can also delegate tasks to robots 

remotely through networks. Cloud computing technologies 

have empowered robot systems to be gifted with powerful 

capability while reducing costs through cloud 

technologies. Thus, it is possible to build lightweight, low 

cost and hence much smarter robots having intelligent 

"brain" in the cloud. This "brain" consists of data 

center, knowledge base, task planners, deep learning, 

information processing, environment models, 

communication support etc. 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST) defines the Cloud as “a model for enabling 

ubiquitous, convenient, on demand network access to a 

shared pool of configurable resources(e.g., servers, 

storage, networks, applications, and services) that can be 

rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction”. A 

current example is the online word processing capabilities 

presented by Google Docs. One can send Microsoft Word 

documents over the Internet, but Google Docs differs in 

that the document and software do not reside locally. The 

data and code is stored in the Cloud using remote server 

farms with shared processors and memory. As there is no 

need to worry about maintenance, outages, and software or 

hardware updates, so it becomes very helpful. The Cloud 

also provides economies of scale and facilitates to share 

data across applications and users [1].  

The definition of Cloud Robot and Automation systems 

can be given as follows: Any robot or automation system 

that relies on either data or code from a network to get 

support for its operation, i.e., where not all sensing, 

computation, and memory is integrated into a single 

standalone system. This definition will include future 

systems and many existing systems that involve networked 

tele operation or networked groups of mobile robots such 

as UAVs or warehouse robots as well as advanced 

assembly lines, processing plants, and home automation 

systems, and systems with computation performed by 

humans. Cloud Robot and Automation systems regularly 

include some capacity for local processing of variable 

quality of service, and downtime, low-latency responses 

and during periods where network access either becomes 

unavailable or is unreliable most of the times.  

The Google self-driving car exemplifies the idea. It 

indexes maps and images collected and updated by 

satellite, Street view, and crowd sourcing from the Cloud 

to facilitate accurate localization. Another example is the 

Kiva Systems pallet robot for warehouse logistics. Both 

these robots communicate with a local central server 

wirelessly to sync routing and share updates on detected 

changes in the environment. In 2010, James Kuffner 

coined the term “Cloud Robotics” and described a 

numerous potential benefits. An article in IEEE Spectrum 

quickly followed [2] and Steve Cousins summarized this 

concept as “No robot is an island.” 

Cloud robotics is an emerging field of robotics deeply 

embedded in cloud computing, cloud storage, and other 

Internet technologies centered around the benefits of 

converged infrastructure and shared services. It allows 

robots to benefit from the powerful computational, 

storage, and communications resources of modern data 

centers. In addition, it minimizes maintenance and updates 

overheads and reduces dependence on custom middleware. 

The field of Cloud robotics indeed allows robots to take 

advantage of the quick increase in data transfer rates to 

offload tasks without hard real time requirements. This is 

of particular interest for mobile robots, where on-board 

computation entails additional power requirements which 

may reduce operating duration and constrain robot 

mobility thereby increasing the costs. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robotics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_center
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_center
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_center
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_base
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning
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Fig. 1 shows that the Cloud has potential to augment a 

broad range of robots and automation systems. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

About 30 years ago, the value of networking to connect 

machines in manufacturing automation systems was 

recognized. In the 1980’s, General Motors developed the 

Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP). An assorted 

and rich set of incompatible proprietary protocols were 

offered by vendors until a shift began in the early 1990’s 

when the World Wide Web invoked HTTP over IP 

protocols. 

In 1994, the first ever industrial robot was connected to 

the Web with an intuitive graphical user interface that 

allowed visitors to tele operate the robot via any available 

internet browser [3]. Then in the mid and late 1990’s, 

researchers developed a series of web interfaces to robots 

and devices to explore issues such as user interfaces and 

robustness, that initiated the subfield of “Networked 

Robotics” [4]. 

 

 
Fig.1. The Cloud has potential to enable a new generation 

of robots and automation systems [1] 

 

In 1997, work by Inaba et al. on “remote brained robots” 

described the advantages of remote computing for robot 

control. Two chapters of the first Springer Handbook on 

Robotics were focused on Networked Tele-robots (where 

robots are operated remotely by humans using global 

networks) and Networked Robots (where robots 

communicate with each other using local networks) 

respectively. 

In 2009, the Robo Earth project was announced. It 

visualized a World Wide Web for robots: a giant network 

and database repository where robots can share 

information and gain knowledge from each other about 

their mutual behavior, ambience and environment. 

In 2010, James Kuffner coined the term “Cloud 

Robotics”. The “Internet of Things” [5], a term also 

introduced in 2010, describes how RFID(Radio-frequency 

identification) and inexpensive processors could be 

integrated into a vast array of robots and physical objects 

from inventory items to household appliances to allow 

them to communicate and share information among each 

other. 

 

III. BIG DATA 
 

The Cloud can provide robots and automation systems 

with access to huge repository resources of data that are 

not possible to maintain in available memory. The term 

“Big Data” describes “data that exceeds the processing 

capabilities of traditional database systems”[6] including 

images, video, audio, maps, real-time networkand 

financial transactions, and vast networks of sensors. 

The latest U.S. National Academy of Engineering 

Report summarizes many research opportunities and 

challenges created by Big Data. For example sampling 

algorithms can provide reasonable approximations to 

queries on large datasets to keep running times 

manageable, but these approximations can be seriously 

affected by “dirty data”. 

Algorithms for a Cloud-based transportation system is 

available, Mobile Millennium, which uses the GPS in 

cellular phones to collect traffic information, process it, 

and distribute it and also to collect and share data about 

noise levels and air quality. 

 

IV. CLOUD COMPUTING 
 

Massively-parallel computation on demand is now 

widely available [7] from commercial sources such as 

Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud [8], Microsoft’s Azure 

[10] and Google’s Compute Engine[9], and these systems 

provide access to tens of thousands of remote processors 

for short-term computing tasks. These services were 

initially used primarily by web application developers but 

have increasingly been used now in scientific and 

technical high performance computing (HPC) applications 

[11] and alike. 

Robotics and automation suffers uncertainty in sensing, 

models, and control. Such uncertainty can be modeled as 

perturbations in position, orientation, shape, and control. 

Cloud computing is ideal for sample-based analysis. For 

example parallel Cloud computing can be used to compute 

the outcomes of the cross-product of many possible 

perturbations in object and environment pose, shape, and 

robot response to sensors and commands. This idea has 

been explored in medicine and particle physics. Cloud-

based sampling can be used to compute robust grasps in 

the presence of shape uncertainty. This grasp planning 

algorithm accepts a nominal polygonal outline as input 

with Gaussian uncertainty around each vertex and the 

center of mass and uses parallel-sampling to compute a 

grasp quality metric based on a lower bound on the 

probability of achieving force closure. 

Cloud computing has good potential to accelerate many 

computationally-intensive robotics and automation 

systems applications. The Cloud also facilitates video and 

image analysis, and mapping. 
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V. OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE & ACCESS 
 

The evolution of Cloud Robotics and Automation is 

supported by cloud by facilitating human access to a) 

datasets, publications, models, benchmarks, and 

simulation tools, b) open competitions for designs and 

systems, and c) open-source software. 

The achievement of open source software is now widely 

accepted in the robotics and automation community. A 

main example is ROS, the Robot Operating System, which 

provides libraries and tools to help software developers 

create a variety of robot applications[12]. ROS was also 

ported to Android devices [13]. ROS has become 

analogous to Linux and is now used by almost all robot 

developers in research and many in industry, with the ROS 

Industrial project created to support these users [14]. 

In addition, many simulation libraries for robotics are 

now open source, which benefits students and researchers 

to swiftly set up and adapt new systems and hence share 

the resulting software. 

An additional trend has come up in open source 

hardware, where CAD models and the technical details of 

construction of devices are made absolutely freely 

available. The Arduino project is a widely-used open 

source microcontroller platform with many different 

sensors and actuators available, and has been used in many 

robotics projects. The Raven [15]is an open-architecture 

laparoscopic surgery robot developed as a research 

platform an order of magnitude a bit less expensive than 

commercial surgical robots [16]. Recent advances in 

3Dprinting (also known as additive manufacturing) are on 

the edge to have a major impact on many fields, including 

development of open source hardware designs. 

The Cloud facilitates open challenges and design 

competitions that can draw on a diverse and 

geographically distributed population of creators. 

The Cloud thus permits running interactive, real-time 

simulation tasks in parallel for purposes such as predicting 

and evaluating performance, validating& verifying design 

decisions, optimizing designs, and training users [17]. 

New frameworks are required to facilitate the 

changeover of robotics and automation algorithms into the 

Cloud. The Cloud provides three levels at which a 

framework could be implemented. The lowest level is 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), where operating systems 

are provided on virtualized machines in the Cloud. The 

second level, Platform as a Service (PaaS), is the set of 

tools and services designed to make coding and deploying 

those applications quick and efficient & it provides more 

structure, including application frameworks and database 

access, while restricting the choice of using a 

programming languages, database models and system 

architectures that can be used. Then, the highest level of 

structure, Software as a Service (SaaS), SaaS applications 

are designed for end-users, delivered over the web and can 

be understood very well by knowing the difference 

between Google Docs, a Cloud-based word processor, and 

MS Word. This concept is shown in figure 2. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 

Cloud Robotics is considered as one of the emerging 

research field under the mainstream research of robotics 

and artificial intelligence but using the Cloud for robotics 

and automation systems introduces many fresh challenges. 

The inbuilt connectivity in the Cloud raises a range of 

privacy and security concerns. These concerns include 

data generated by cloud connected robots and sensors, 

especially as they may include images, audio, video or 

data from private homes or corporate office trade secrets. 

Cloud Robotics and Automation also introduces the 

potential of robots and systems to get attacked remotely: a 

hacker could take over a robot and use it to disrupt 

functionality or cause damage.  

On the technical frontage, new algorithms and methods 

are urgently required to deal with time-varying network 

latency and Quality of Service. Faster data connections, 

both wired internet connections and wireless standards 

such as LTE [18], are helping to reduce latency, but 

algorithms must be designed for graceful degradation 

when the Cloud resources are exceptionally slow, very 

noisy, or unavailable. For example, there is an “anytime” 

load balancing algorithms for speech recognition on smart 

phones sends the speech signal to the Cloud for analysis 

and simultaneously process it internally and then use the 

best results available after a reasonable delay. Similar 

algorithms will be needed for robotics and automation 

systems [19]. 

New algorithms are also needed that scale to the size of 

Big Data, which often contain dirty data that requires new 

approaches to clean or sample effectively [20]. When the 

Cloud is used for parallel-processing, it becomes critical 

that algorithms over sample to take into account that some 

remote processors may fail or experience long delays in 

returning results. When human computation is used, 

algorithms are needed to filter unreliable input and balance 

the costs of human intervention with the cost of robot 

failure. 

Although robots are benefitted from various aids of 

cloud computing, still cloud is not the solution for all of 

robotics which are stated as follows: 

 Controlling a robot’s motion which relies severely on 

sensors and feedback of controller cannot benefit much 

from the cloud. 

 Cloud-based applications can get slow or unavailable 

due to low-latency responses or network snag. If a robot 

relies too much on the cloud, a fault in the network 

would definitely make it “brainless.” 

 Finally, tasks that involve real-time execution require 

on-board processing. 
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Fig.2. IaaS, PaaS & SaaS 
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